Angiotensin II (AII)-related idiotypic network. III. Comparative analysis of idiotopes and paratopes borne by monoclonal antibodies raised against AII (AB1) and its internal image (AB3).
We have previously produced mAb against angiotensin II (AII), a phylogenetically conserved vasopressive octapeptide, and shown that they identify four distinct epitopes on the AII molecule. In addition we used internal image bearing polyclonal antiidiotypic antibodies raised against rabbit anti AII to produce mAb3. In this study we analyze the segregation of the idiotypic and paratopic repertoires of the mAb1 and mAb3. Analysis of mAb1 carried out with polyclonal Ab2 raised against the four distinct paratopes permitted classification of the mAb1 into four categories: (p+, id+) comprises antibodies with shared paratopic and idiotypic specificities: (p+, id-) is made up of antibodies that fail to express the Id defined by Ab2 raised against other antibodies pertaining to the same paratopic group; (p-, id+) includes antibodies that express cross-reactive Id on distinct paratopes; (p-, id-) refers to antibodies unrelated by their paratopes and Id mAb2 confirmed these results and showed expression of identical or closely related Id on clearly distinct paratopes. At the Ab3 level, using polyclonal Ab4, there was a higher degree of Id cross-reactivity between the two paratopes available. These data suggest that the parallel set concept may apply to the immune response to a natural peptidic Ag and its internal image. Comparison of idiotypic repertoires of mAb1 and mAb3 (using Ab2 and Ab4 antibodies) confirmed the lack of public Id and showed the predominance on mAb3 of "new" idiotypes absent from mAb1 molecules, as expected for internal image-induced antibodies. Cross-reactive idiotypes defined on mAb1 and conserved on mAb3 were expressed on the two paratopes defined at the Ab3 level. They were located on the H chain of the homologous paratope and required the association of H and L chains on the heterologous paratope. Our analysis suggests that, in the AII system, the idiotypic and paratopic repertoires segregate at least in part independently. The paratopic repertoire is limited to a small number of phylogenetically conserved specificities and may be encoded by germline genes. In contrast, the idiotypic repertoire is broader with respect to specificities, species, and localization on H and L chains. This extended diversity may be generated by somatic mutations or use of various combinations of H and L chains and/or V, D, J segments.